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Abstract 
Let A be a recursive structure, and let R be a recursive relation on A. Harizanov ( 1991) 
isolated a syntactical condition which (with additional effectiveness conditions) is necessary and 
sufficient for A to have recursive copies in which the image of R is r.e. of arbitrary te. degree. We 
had conjectured that a certain extension of Harizanov’s syntactical condition would (with some 
effectiveness conditions) be necessary and sufficient for A to have recursive copies in which 
the image of R is Pa of arbitrary z”, degree, but this is not the case. Here we give examples 
illustrating some restrictions on the possible Pa degrees. In these examples, the image of R cannot 
be z”, of degree d unless d possesses an “a-table” (a sequence of sets in which each one is r.e. 
in and above the earlier ones). 
1. Introduction 
Let (do, R) be a recursive structure. In [ 1 ] we showed that if R has no recursive _ZI 
definition, with parameters, in & then, subject to some further decidability conditions 
on (.&,R), there is a copy (d&R’) of (&,R) in which 4 is recursive while R’ is 
not r.e. In [2] we defined 2; formulas where r assigned to relation symbols ordinals 
y and we considered r-structures, that is, those in which if r‘(P) = y then P is J$. In 
[ 41, Harizanov assumed that F has no recursive .Zr definition, with parameters, in A, 
where r assigns 1 to all the relations in & and their complements and assigns 1 to R 
(but not to its complement). She then showed that, subject to some further decidability 
conditions on (A, R), this has a copy (d& R’) in which d& is recursive and R’ is r.e. 
of any desired r.e. degree. 
We might expect a generalization of this to hold: if cy < C-O?, r assigns (Y instead 
of 1 to R and RC has no recursive _Z,’ definition with parameters in & then, subject 
to further decidability conditions on (A, R), this has a copy (A& R’) in which 4 is 
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recursive and R’ is pa of any desired pm degree. It is the purpose of this paper to show 
that this anticipated result is false. 
We give an example of (de, R) which has all the decidability one could wish for, 
such that RC has no Zc definition with parameters in do and yet the only degrees 
possible for R’ in recursive copies (4, R’) of (da, R) where 4 is recursive are z”, 
degrees which have an “a-table”. This notion is defined just before Theorem 8. We 
continue to observe that, for (Y >, 2, not every z”, degree has an a-table, so this is a 
definite restriction. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let (Y < WOK. Let a be a notation for a in Kleene’s 0. Then for the ordinals p < CT 
we may use their unique notations b <,g cy. Let L be the set of limit ordinals S with 
S < a. We consider the class M of all structures having unary relations Up and P,g for 
p ,< LY and &+i,s and Pp+l,s for p < S E L, having also one binary relation Q and 
satisfying the following universal axioms (some infinitary ): 
1. vx wp+ Up(x) 
2. Vx+fp(x) &UY(X>) for p < y f (Y 
3. vx (U,(x) H wfi<a Up+&)) for S E L 
4. vx +$+1,8(x) tk Uy+l,S(X) 1 forp<y<SEL 
5. ‘Jx (P@(X) -+ Up(x)) for p < cy 
6. ‘dx (Pp+1,s(X) + Up+1,s(x) 1 for /3 < S E L 
7. v_x (Mx) * wp<&3+Id~)) for S E L 
8. VXVY W/Ax) & -P/Ax) & Q(LY) &%+1(y) --+ Pa+l(y)) for /3 + 1 < (Y 
9. VXVY (&dx) & ~Pp(x) & Q(GY) & Up+dy) --f Pp+dy)) for P < S E L. 
To economise on symbols, we have used Up, etc. as symbols for themselves in a 
suitabIe formal language. 
Definition. Let MO denote the class of finite members of M. 
Lemma 1. There are only countably many non-isomorphic members of MO. Moreovel; 
for each B in MO with universe {bl, . . . , b,} there is a finite formula (D(XJ, . . . ,x,,) 
which we shall call the diagram of 5 which determines B up to isomorphism among 
members of MO. 
Pmf. By axioms 1 and 2, each bi satisfies Ug(Xi) for exactly one /3 < LY. If bi satisfies 
Us(Xi) where S E L then, by axioms 3 and 4, it satisfies exactly one Ua+i,a(Xi) with 
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p < 6. Then, by axioms 2 and 5, bi satisfies Pp(xi) for at most one /I < (Y and, by 
axioms 3, 4, 6 and 7, if bi satisfies Pa(xi) where 6 E L then bi satisfies Pg+l,s(xi) for 
exactly one p < S. So for p( XI,. . . , x,) it is sufficient o take the conjunction of: 
(i) the unnegated formulas Up(Xi), Ua+l,a(Xi), Pa(Xi), Pg+l,s(xi) satisfied by bi, 
(ii) the negated formulas -Pp(Xi) satisfied by bi for those p where Ua(xi) appears 
in (i), 
(iii) the formulas Q(xi,xj) and TQ(xi,xj) satisfied by bi,bj. Cl 
Lemma 2. The class MO has the recursive Amalgamation Property. 
That is, given f3, C, D E MO and embeddings 
then we can recursively find & E MO and embeddings h, k such that the following 
diagram commutes. 
Proof. Since MO is closed under isomorphisms, it is sufficient o assume that f and g 
are identity functions and that C and D have in common only the elements of t3. 
Then we may take E to be just C U D in which relations hold iff they hold in either 
C or D. To check that E E MO, note that sentences 1 to 7 involve only one universal 
quantifier, and such sentences are true in C U V whenever they are true in both C and 
D. For sentences 8 and 9 note that in each case the premises include Q (n, y) , so if the 
premises are true for two elements of & then either both elements are in C or both are 
in D. Then the implication holds because it does in both C and 2). 0 
An expansion of our desired structure is the structure A whose existence is assured 
by the following. 
Lemma 3. There is a recursive structure A in M such that whenever B, C E MO. and 
are embeddings, then there exists an embedding k such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
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f?g‘c 
Proof. Construct he following structures and embeddings, by induction, 
D, 81 Cl I32 --% c2 a3 gs c3 
1 
\ 
fl \ kl \ 1 
\ \ 
fz kz ‘\ 
1 
f3 \ k3 \ **a 
~,------>Y~2----_~~~3 _____ 2 
hl h2 
in which all the arrows are embeddings, each di, &,Ci E Mu and where, for each of 
the countably many choices of i, B,C E MO and embeddings f : B + di, g : B -+ C, 
there is a j 2 i such that 
f?&d ~j ~ Cj 
1 fh,...hj_l is isomorphic to If, q 
ij 
Lemma 4. In A we have 
(i) p~+l (Y) +-+ up+l(y) & 
(ii> Q3+dy) * ~p+dy) 
wij 
3x(Up(x) c% +&) 8~ Q<x,y)) for P+ 1 6 a. 
& 3x(Ug(x) & 4$(x) & Q(x,y)) for /3 < SE L. 
Proof. (i) Suppose Up+t(y) & Up(x) & +g(x) & Q(x,y). Then, by axiom 8, 
Pp+t (y) . Conversely, suppose F’s+1 (y ) . Then we have an embedding of the substructure 
{y} of d into the structure {x, y} which satisfies the diagram of y and also has Q(x, y), 
Up(x) and +g(x). Checking that this new 2-element structure is in M, we deduce 
from Lemma 3 that there is such an x in A. 
(ii) Similarly, suppose Up+t,s(y) & Up(x) & +‘g(x) & Q(x,y). Then, by ax- 
iom 9, Pp+t,~(y). Conversely, suppose P,s+t,~(y). Then we have an embedding of the 
substructure {y} of A into the structure {x, y} satisfying the diagram of {y} and also 
having Q(x,y),Up(x) and +g(x). Checking that this 2-element structure is in M 
again shows by Lemma 3 that there is such an x in A. 0 
We let da be the reduct of A to the Up, Ug+t,s, F’s and Q. We let R be Uasa Pa. 
Lemma 5. (i) There is, for each j3 > 1, a recursive 2s definition of Pp in & 
uniformly in p. 
(ii) There is, for each 0 < p < 6 E L a recursive &+l definition of Pp+l,a in & 
uniformly in p, 8. 
(iii) There is a recursive 2, definition of R in d 
Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously, by recursive transfinite induction on p. 
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By Lemma 4(i), Pi(y) ++ !lx(Ua(x) & +0(x) & Q(x,y) & U,(y)) giving a 
recursive (in fact finitary) 21 definition of Pi in de. (The relation PO is in _&.) By 
Lemma 4(i), using the I.H. and inserting a recursive Lr,g definition for ‘P,g yields a 
.%$+I definition of P~+I. Similarly, Lemma 4(ii) yields from the I.H. a recursive &+I 
definition of Pp+l,s. For 6 E L, axiom 7, which is Pa(x) H WpCs Pp+l,~(x), yields, 
with the recursive I.H., a recursive 26 definition of Pa. 
(iii) Since R(n) ++ W8+ Pg(x), by definition, (i) yields a recursive & definition 
of R. 0 
Comment. Thus, by (iii), the relations -<i on (de, R) coincide with the relations <S 
on de. We now characterize these. 
Definitions. For sequences Ti,6 from de, we define Zi G_O 6 if the a’s satisfy the same 
Up, Up+i,6, PO and Q as do the b’s. We define, for /I 2 1 and p # L,Ti <> E if ?i G_O 5
and the a’s satisfy the same Py and Py,s for y < p as do the b’s and also every Pa 
or Pp.8 true of bi is true of ci (but not necessarily vice versa). For S E L, we define 
5 <i b if a ~0 b and the a’s satisfy the same Pr and Py,e for y < 6 and E E L as do 
the b’s. (Since Ps(x) +-+ WY,* P,+l,s(x), by axiom 7, this implies that ai satisfies Pa 
iff bi does.) 
Lemma 6. For sequences Z and 6 from A and 1 < /3 6 a, we have ii <p b in A0 iff 
a <; 6. 
Proof. By transfinite induction on /3 2 1. -- 
We have Zi <I 5 iff for every d and every quantifier-free formula (p true of b, d there 
is a T such that 4p is true of Z,T. 
Assuming that E <I 5, for each bi satisfying PI or any Pls we may choose, by Lemma 
4, di with Ua (di), ~PIJ (di) and Q (di, bi) . We may then take p to be the conjunction -- 
of the Up, U~+I,S, PO, 1 O, P Q, TQ true of 6,a. This ensures that 5, E ~0 b, d, so E E_O 6 
and the existence of the Z ensures, by Lemma 4, that if bi satisfies PI or PIS then so 
does ai. Thus Zi \<T 6. 
Conversely, suppose that ?i <; 5 and let 2 be any sequence and (p any quantifier- -- 
free formula of do true of b,d. Then w.1.o.g. we may take a(K,F) to be the formula, 
stronger in de, consisting of all positive Up, Up.6 and all positive and negative PO, Q -- 
true of b, d. Note that each bi, di satisfies ome Up,/? > 0 or UO and either PO or -PO. 
Let O(T) be the diagram of si (in the full language of A). We claim that 
8(T) & 4p(X,y) is consistent with the axioms for M. First, the unary conjuncts agree 
since Z ~0 5. So there is only the question of axioms 8 and 9. Since e(T) and gp(X, 7) 
are separately consistent, he only chances for conflicts are between some Xi and some 
yi. Since 4p does not involve ‘Pa for p > 0 the only two possibilities are the following. 
First, -Po(yi) & Uo(yi) & Ul(xi) & Q(Yjvxi) & OPT. But then, since 5 %I 6 
the first 4 conjuncts would hold for dj and bi, SO Pi (bi) while -PI (ui), contradiction 
to ?i <; E. Second, yPa(yj) & Uo(yj) & Ui,s(Xi) & Q(yj,xi) & +'I,s(x~). Then, 
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similarly, the first 4 conjuncts would hold for dj and bi, SO P,,a(bi) while 1Pl,6(ai), 
again contradicting ii <; 5. 
Suppose now that Ti ++I b. Then Z <p b and Z 2~ 5 so, by I.H., Z <z 6 and 
E 2; 5, so E ~0 5 and the a’s satisfy the same P,. and P,,s for y < p + 1 as do 
the b’s. For each bi satisfying Pp+t or Pg+l,s we may choose, by Lemma 4, di with -- 
Up< di), lPp(di) and Q( di, bi). Then there exists Z with Zi, C 2~ b, d and by I.H. we 
have Up(s), lPp(Ci) and Q( ci+ ai) showing, by Lemma 4, that also ai satisfies Pp+t 
or Pp+t,a. Thus E 6;+1 5. 
Conversely, suppose 2 <z+, -- 5. Consider any 2. Let 4p(x, y) be that part of the 
--. 
diagram of b, d mvolving only PY, P,J for y < p and negative occurrences of Pp, Pg,a 
and let O(T) be the full diagram of Z. Much as above, we check, using ?i $+, 5, 
that O(T) & 4p(X,y) is consistent with the axioms for M, so there exists C in dr, with 
gp(Z C) which ensures that E,E>; b,z and hence, by I.H., a,i? aa &;i. Thus ?I Gp+, 6. 
For p E L, we have Z 6~ b iff Ti & b for all y < p and pi <; 6 iff ?i <f b for all 
y < /3. So by I.H., 2i <p 5 iff Z <z 5. Cl 
It follows from Lemma 6 that the Q,s on & are uniformly recursive. It also follows 
(recall R = UB+ Pp) that: 
Lemma 7. Rc has no 2, dejinition, with parameters ?i, in do. 
Proof. Suppose that U,(U) , -P,(u) and u is not one of 5. Let 4p( 7, X) be the diagram 
of 7%~. Let ~‘(7, X) be the result of changing lP,(n) to P,(x). Then we see that 
4p’(L, X) is also consistent with the axioms for M, since inconsistencies arise only from 
two occurrences of 7P’s. 
Thus, by Lemma 3, there exists u’ in Jlo with cp(Z,u’) and then, by Lemma 6, 
E, u’ <, E, u so that R( u’) and every & formula r/(7, X) true for 5, u is true for 5, u’. 
This removes the possibility that RC has a 2, definition in da with parameters Z. 0 
Definition. An a-table for a degree d is a sequence (Tg)p+ of sets such that TO is 
recursive, Tp is recursive in Tp+, and Tp+l is r.e. in Tg, uniformly in p, for /3 + 1 < (Y, 
Tp is recursive in Ts uniformly in p, 6 where /3 < S E L, Ts is r.e. in $,.<sTY, uniformly 
in S E L, and also T, has degree d. 
(If (Tp)a~a is an a-table for d then it follows that each 7’s is 2$ and, in particular, 
that d is a Pa degree.) 
Theorem 8. If (do, R) has a copy (-4’0, R’) in which d’a is recursive and R’ has 
degree d then the degree d has an a-table. 
proof. By Lemma 5, each Pa has a definition in da, and so has a unique copy Pb 
in d’o. We let Tp = UrGBP$ Then TO = Pi is recursive since PO is part of do. For 
P+ 1 G LY, Tp is uniformly recursive in Ta+l since Tp = T~+I\I!$+,. For /3+ 1 < a, Ta+, 
is uniformly r.e. in Tp since, by Lemma 4, y E Tg+l w y E Ta or y E UP+, and there 
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exists x with Ub( x), +k( x) and Q’(x, y) . For /3 < S E L, Tp is uniformly recursive 
in TS because Tp = Ts II (U ,,GB 17:) and Ts is r.e. uniformly in @p<sTp since y E Ts w 
either y E UPC8 p T or, by Lemma 4, y E Uh and there exist p < S and n E U;3 with 
-Ph(x) and Q/(X, y). Also, by assumption, T = R’ has degree d. Cl 
3. Conclusion 
Certainly every z degree has a l-table. But not every $ degree has a 2-table. For 
example, by [5] ’ there is a minimal non-zero g degree, d. If this had a 2-table 
(TO, Tl,Tz) then, since deg(T2) is minimal and TO <T TI <T T2, either TO =T Tl or 
TI =T T2. In the first case T2 is r.e. in Tl 7 TO which is recursive and hence T2 is r.e. 
But deg( T2) = d and no r.e. degree is minimal, by [ 51 2, contradiction. In the second 
case, d = deg(T2) = deg(Tt ) so again d is an r.e. degree and no r.e. degree is minimal, 
contradiction. 
In a paper in preparation [ 31, we hope to obtain sufficient conditions on a recursive 
structure (do, R) that, for every degree d having an a-table there is a copy (d’c, R’) 
of (do, R) in which A'0 is recursive and R’ has degree d. 
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